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Abstract

A behavioral economic approach to alcohol use disorders (AUDs) emphasizes both individual and environmental determinants of alcohol use. The current study examined individual differences in alcohol demand (i.e., motivation for alcohol under escalating conditions of price) and delayed reward discounting (i.e., preference for immediate small rewards compared to delayed larger rewards) in 61
heavy drinkers (62% with an AUD). In addition, based on theoretical accounts that emphasize the role of craving in reward valuation and preferences for immediate rewards, craving for alcohol was also examined in relation to these behavioral economic variables and the alcohol-related variables. Intensity of alcohol demand and delayed reward discounting were significantly associated with AUD symptoms, but not with quantitative measures of alcohol use, and were also moderately correlated with each other. Likewise, craving was significantly associated with AUD symptoms, but not with alcohol use, and was also significantly correlated with both intensity of demand and delayed reward discounting. These findings further emphasize the relevance of behavioral economic indices of motivation to alcohol use disorders and the potential importance of craving for alcohol in this relationship.
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Behavioral economics integrates the principles of psychology and economics to understand how individuals make transactions with the world (Bickel et al., 2007; Camerer, 1999). The approach has been extensively applied to both normal and abnormal behavior, particularly in the area of alcohol use disorders (AUDs) and other substance use disorders (Vuchinich & Heather, 2003). As it is applied to substance use, behavioral economics has made major contributions to characterizing how environmental factors, such as increases in cost or the presence of alternative reinforcers, affect alcohol and other substance use (Bigelow, Cohen, Liebson, & Faillace, 1972; Higgins, Bickel, & Hughes, 1994; Winger, Galuska, & Hursh, 2007). Behavioral economics also recognizes the importance of individual differences as contributors to substance use. As such, alcohol use and misuse are putatively a function of both individual characteristics (e.g., substance use history, conditioning history, decision making biases, genetics), environmental factors (e.g., prices, consequences, alternative reinforcers), and the ongoing interaction of the two.

The individual-level variable that has been most extensively studied to date is variation in discounting of delayed rewards (i.e., preference for smaller immediate rewards versus larger delayed rewards), which is considered a behavioral economic index of impulsivity (Ainslie, 1975). Individuals who misuse alcohol have consistently demonstrated significantly steeper devaluation of delayed rewards than controls (Bjork, Hommer, Grant, & Danube, 2004; Boettiger et al., 2007; Field, Christiansen, Cole, & Goudie, 2007; J. M. Mitchell, Fields, D’Esposito, & Boettiger, 2005; J. M. Mitchell, Tavares, Fields, D’Esposito, & Boettiger, 2007; Petry, 2001; Vuchinich & Simpson, 1998). This difference has also been evident in smokers (e.g., Baker, Johnson, & Bickel, 2003), stimulant dependent individuals (e.g., Coffey, Gudleski, Saladin, & Brady, 2003), opiate dependent individuals (Madden, Petry, Badger, & Bickel, 1997), and pathological gamblers (e.g., MacKillop, Anderson, Castelda, Mattson, & Donovick, 2006). From a clinical perspective, this precipitous devaluation of delayed rewards is theorized to be the basis for repeated loss of control that characterizes addiction (Ainslie, 2001; Bickel & Marsch, 2001). For example, an individual may report a preference for the larger delayed rewards associated with sobriety or moderation (employment, good health and family relationships), but shift preference to the smaller but immediate rewards associated with alcohol use (intoxication, stress-reduction) when alcohol is immediately available. Consistent with this notion, several studies have found that different measures of delayed reward discounting prospectively predict alcohol and other drug treatment outcomes (Krishnan-Sarin et al., 2007; MacKillop & Kahler, in press; Tucker, Foushee, & Black, 2008; Tucker, Vuchinich, Black, & Rippens, 2006; Tucker, Vuchinich, & Rippens, 2002; Yoon et al., 2007).
A second characteristic of increasing interest is variation in substance demand, or the quantitative relationship between consumption and cost (Hursh, Galuska, Winger, & Woods, 2005). Demand is typically measured using demand curves, which characterize substance consumption over escalating levels of cost and provide several dimensions of the relative value of the substance. A demand curve prototypically decreases as a function of price and the accompanying expenditure curve exhibits an inverted U-shaped curve. Across these two curves, each individual may vary on a number of indices of demand, including intensity (i.e., alcohol consumption at minimal cost), elasticity (i.e., slope of the demand curve in response to price), \( P_{\text{max}} \) (i.e., maximum inelastic price), \( O_{\text{max}} \) (i.e., maximum expenditure on alcohol), and breakpoint (i.e., the price that suppresses alcohol consumption to zero). Recent studies have suggested that these indices of alcohol demand are meaningfully related to alcohol use. Murphy and MacKillop (2006) found that heavy drinkers from a college sample exhibited significantly greater intensity, \( O_{\text{max}} \) (maximum expenditure), and breakpoint compared to light drinkers. Similarly, in a clinical application, MacKillop and Murphy (2007) found that variation on a number of indices of demand predicted response to a brief intervention for heavy drinking. In addition, meaningful variation in substance demand has been found among nicotine dependent and opiate dependent individuals (Greenwald & Hursh, 2006; Jacobs & Bickel, 1999).

Another area of increasing interest is in the role of craving from a behavioral economic perspective. From a theoretical standpoint, Loewenstein (1996) has argued that contrary to the widely held economic assumption of a purely rational agent, an individual’s value (i.e., utility) for many commodities fluctuates substantially as a result of “visceral” factors, or powerful experiential motivational states. These effects are believed to apply to general commodities as well as alcohol and other drugs, although the nature of the visceral factor varies based on the commodity. For example, in the same way that the relative value of food is thought to vary as a function of hunger, the relative value of alcohol is theorized to increase as a function of craving for alcohol. A similar relationship has been proposed by Laibson (2001), with more emphasis on the role of environmental cues that signal rewards and robustly elicit potent increases in craving (Carter & Tiffany, 1999). Craving is theorized to affect both the relative value of the commodity and more general reward-related processes like delayed reward discounting (Loewenstein, 1996). Although this approach has considerable potential for explaining the persistently excessive consumption of alcohol, tobacco, illicit drugs and other appetitive targets, such as food, only a relatively small number of studies have been conducted in the area. In laboratory studies, craving for alcohol has been associated with subsequent choices for alcohol versus money (de Wit & Chutuape, 1993; MacKillop, Mengers, McGearry, & Lismann, 2007) and a similar relationship has been observed for other substances (Badger et al., 2007; Perkins, Epstein, Grobe, & Fonte, 1994; Sayette, Martin, Wertz, Shiffman, & Perrott, 2001). In addition, enforced substance abstinence, which induces withdrawal and elicits craving, has been found to result in more impulsive discounting in smokers (Field, Santarcangelo, Sumnall, Goudie, & Cole, 2006; S. H. Mitchell, 2004) and opiate dependent individuals (Giordano et al., 2002).

Taken together, two current foci in a behavioral economic approach to addictive behavior are to identify relevant individual difference variables and to integrate the role of craving. The current study sought to address both of these areas. The first objective was to examine delayed reward discounting and alcohol demand in relation to alcohol use and AUD severity, as well as in relation to each other. No previous studies have compared alcohol demand and discounting to each other. The second objective of the study was to directly examine craving for alcohol in relation to both the behavioral economic variables and alcohol-related variables. Previous studies have largely overlooked the specific role of craving in relation to these variables. Based on the existing literature and theoretical accounts, we predicted that the behavioral economic variables and craving would be significantly associated with AUD severity, above and beyond
alcohol use itself, and that behavioral economic variables would be related to craving. Of the various indices of alcohol demand, based on previous findings with college student drinkers, we specifically predicted intensity of demand and $O_{\text{max}}$ would exhibit the highest magnitude associations.

**Method**

**Participants**

Sixty-one participants (38% female) were recruited from the community using newspaper and bus advertisements soliciting individuals who were 21–65 years-old, regular drinkers, and not seeking treatment for alcohol problems (i.e., no interest in treatment for alcohol problems and no treatment within the preceding 90 days). Participants were assessed at the outset of a five-week study of the effects of an anticonvulsant medication on drinking and other variables (Miranda et al., 2008). For inclusion, individuals were required to drink 18–60 drinks per week (14–53 for females) and to be physically healthy as determined by a physical exam. Minimum drinking criteria were to recruit heavy drinkers and maximum drinking criteria were for safety purposes. Participants were also required not to use illicit drugs (determined via self report and urine toxicology screen), and not to exhibit evidence of clinical depression (Beck Depression Inventory II score <14) (Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996). Participants were on average 42.4 years old (SD = 13.1) and were 88% white, 5% African-American, 2% Native American, 5% biracial, and 10% Hispanic (note that race and Hispanic ethnicity were not considered mutually exclusive). Participants’ median income was $20,000–$29,999 per year. Over the previous three months, participants drank a mean of 29.09 drinks/week (SD = 13.60; range = 10.19–68.79). This reflected a mean of 68% drinking days (SD = 22.51) and a mean of 42.25% heavy drinking days (SD = 28.50), defined as 5/4 drinks in an episode for males/females (National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism [NIAAA], 2005). Diagnostically, 62% ($n = 38$; 34% female) met criteria for an AUD (15% Abuse; 47% Dependence). All individuals were heavy drinkers according to NIAAA (2005) guidelines. At no point over the course of the protocol did the research staff instruct participants to change their drinking.

**Procedure**

Assessments took place during individual in-person testing sessions. Participants were assessed for breath alcohol level (BrAC) to ensure sobriety (Intoximeters© Alco-Sensor IV), and all demonstrated BrAC’$s$ of 0.00%. Self-report measures were administered before the diagnostic interview, with the Alcohol Purchase Task (measuring demand) prior to the Monetary Choice Questionnaire (measuring delayed reward discounting), and all assessments were conducted at the Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies at Brown University. All aspects of the study were IRB-approved and all participants provided informed consent (Miranda et al., 2008).

**Assessment**

- **Demographics**—Participants completed a comprehensive demographics assessment, including sex, race, ethnicity, income, and other descriptive variables.

- **Alcohol Use and Alcohol Use Disorder Severity**—Drinking during the 90-days prior to enrollment was assessed using the Timeline Followback (TLFB) (Sobell, Maisto, Sobell, & Cooper, 1979), which has been validated for assessing drinking during a circumscribed period of time when administered under the conditions of confidentiality and zero blood alcohol. Quantitative indices of alcohol use were drinks/week, reflecting general volume of alcohol consumed, and percentage of heavy drinking episodes (5/4 drinks in an episode for males/females; NIAAA, 2005), a drinking pattern that is strongly associated with negative consequences.
Alcohol use disorder severity was determined via the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV - Research Version (First, Gibbon, Spitzer, & Williams, 1995), a semi-structured interview that has been validated for assessing DSM-IV substance use disorders (Kranzler, Kadden, Babor, Tennen, & Rounsaville, 1996). The alcohol use disorders and substance use disorders modules were administered by a trained PhD-level clinical psychologist. The modules for both alcohol abuse and dependence were administered to all participants and diagnosis was based on symptoms present in the last 12 months (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Alcohol use disorder severity was operationalized as a symptom count from both the alcohol abuse and dependence SCID modules. A continuous approach was used because there is considerable evidence that alcohol problems are dimensional in nature and may be oversimplified when exclusively considered from a dichotomous or hierarchical standpoint (Kahler & Strong, 2006; Ray, Kahler, Young, Chelminski, & Zimmerman, 2008). The two AUD diagnoses have independent, non-overlapping symptoms that were coded as being absent, subthreshold, or present.

**Alcohol Demand**—Indices of alcohol demand were determined from an alcohol demand curve generated via an Alcohol Purchase Task (APT), which has been validated in a number of studies (MacKillop & Murphy, 2007; Murphy & MacKillop, 2006). Participants were asked to estimate how many standard drinks they would consume in a typical drinking situation at an array of prices with the explicit conditions of no previous drinking and no alternative sources of alcohol. The instructions were as follows: “Please respond to these questions honestly, as if you were actually in this situation. Imagine that you are drinking in a TYPICAL SITUATION when you drink. The following questions ask how many drinks you would consume if they cost various amounts of money. The available drinks are standard size domestic beer (12 oz.), wine (5 oz.), shots of hard liquor (1.5 oz.), or mixed drinks containing one shot of liquor. Assume that you did not drink alcohol before you are making these decisions, and will not have an opportunity to drink elsewhere after making these decisions. In addition, assume that you would consume every drink you request; that is, you cannot stockpile drinks for a later date or bring drinks home with you.” The instructional set was intentionally broad to be maximally applicable to the participants’ diverse drinking patterns. The APT used 16 prices, ranging from no cost ($0) to $1120 per drink based on previous validation studies (Jacobs & Bickel, 1999; Murphy & MacKillop, 2006).

**Delayed Reward Discounting**—Delayed reward discounting was assessed using the Monetary Choice Questionnaire (MCQ; Kirby, Petry, & Bickel, 1999), a validated self-report measure of discounting. Individuals made 27 choices between smaller immediate rewards and larger delayed rewards that were pre-configured at various levels of hyperbolic discounting. The overall pattern of responding can be used to determine an estimate of their general temporal discounting function, commonly referred to as k, and temporal discounting of rewards at three levels of magnitude (Small: $25–35; Medium: $50–60; Large: $75–85). Participants in this study made choices for hypothetical rewards; a number of previous studies have found close correspondence between hypothetical and actual choices in DRD paradigms (Lagorio & Madden, 2005; Madden, Begotka, Raiff, & Kastern, 2003; Madden et al., 2004).

**Craving for Alcohol**—Craving for alcohol during the previous week was assessed using the Penn Alcohol Craving Scale (PACS; Flannery, Volpicelli, & Pettinati, 1999), a psychometrically validated and unidimensional craving measure. The PACS exhibited high internal consistency in this sample, α = .89.

**Data Analysis**—All variables were initially screened for missing data, outliers (Z > 3.29), and distribution abnormalities. Alcohol demand curves were modeled from the observed APT data and using Hursh and Winger’s (1995) demand curve normalization equations. Elasticity
for each participant was calculated via the following equations (Hursh & Winger, 1995).

Normalized dose \((q)\) was calculated as \(q = 100/B\), where \(B = \text{consumption at the lowest price}\). Normalized dose was then used to generate values for normalized price \((P)\) as \(P = FR/q\), where \(FR\) is the response requirement, in this case, the price increment. Normalized dose was also used to generate values for normalized consumption \((Q)\) as \(Q = Rq\), where \(R\) refers to reported consumption. These variables were then applied to Hursh and Winger’s (1995) normalized demand equation, \(\ln Q = \ln (100) + b (\ln P) - aP\), where \(a\) and \(b\) are derived parameters reflecting the initial slope and acceleration of the demand curve, respectively. Nonlinear regression was used to fit the Hursh and Winger’s (1995) normalized demand equation to the data and to generate an \(R^2\) value, reflecting percentage of variance accounted for by the equation (i.e., the adequacy of the fit of the model to the data). Elasticity of demand was assessed at each price increment as \(b - aP\), and the overall level of elasticity (hereafter simply referred to as elasticity) was calculated as the mean of the individual price increment values. As with Jacobs and Bickel (1999), to permit the use of logarithmic transformations in the normalized demand equation, zero values for price without cost (free consumption) and breakpoint were replaced with arbitrarily low nonzero values (.001). This effectively resulted in a minimum price of $.001 and a lowest unit of consumption of .001 drinks. The additional facets of demand were generated using an observed values approach (Murphy & MacKillop, 2006). Intensity was defined as free access consumption (i.e., alcohol consumption at zero cost). Breakpoint was defined as the first increment of cost at which no alcohol would be consumed. \(O_{\text{max}}\) was defined as the peak expenditure for alcohol. \(P_{\text{max}}\) was defined as the price associated with the peak expenditure. Delay discounting was calculated from the MCQ using the approach described by Kirby et al. (1999). Hyperbolic temporal discounting functions (i.e., \(k\)) were estimated based on each participant’s array of responses overall and within the three magnitudes. Participants were assigned a \(k\) value reflecting the highest consistency among the discounting values or the geometric mean of two or more \(k\) values that were equally consistent (Kirby et al., 1999). As a validity check of the measure, a magnitude effect (i.e., greater discounting for smaller rewards than larger rewards) was examined using a within-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA). Pearson’s product-moment correlations and hierarchical linear regression were used to examine the continuous relationships among variables. Following zero-order correlations, hierarchical regressions were conducted to determine the unique contribution of the candidate variables in relation to AUD symptoms beyond quantitative indices of alcohol use and income. Covariates were entered into an initial block and the significance of the change in \(R^2\) was used to determine an incremental contribution. Statistical significance for each independent variable was based on the significance of the regression coefficient. All analyses were conducted using SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL)

Results

Preliminary Analyses

One subject did not complete the PACS and one subject did not complete the MCQ, but no other data were missing. A small number of outliers were identified (<1%) but were determined to be legitimate values and were recoded as one unit above the next non-outlying value (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). Based on the distribution histograms, delay discounting and demand variables were positively skewed, as is common, and were logarithmically transformed, which improved the distributions, skewness, and kurtosis. To permit the transformation of elasticity, which is in negative units, the absolute value of elasticity was transformed and multiplied by \(-1\) to retain its directionality. Demand curves were topographically prototypic, with consumption decreasing as a function of escalating price and expenditure conforming to an inverted U-shaped curve (Figure 1). The normalized demand curve equation provided an excellent fit to the data (Median \(R^2 = .91\), range = .71 – 1.0). Zero-order correlations among the behavioral economic variables, craving, and income are presented
in Table 1. Consistent with previous findings, correlations among the indices of demand varied from very high to negligible. Correlations among the three magnitudes of discounting were very high, but a magnitude effect was also evident ($F[2, 118]= 41.58, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .41$), reflecting greater discounting of smaller magnitude rewards. Discounting was consistently significantly associated with intensity of demand, but no other indices of demand.

**Demand, Discounting, and Craving in relation to Drinking and Alcohol Use Disorder Severity**

Pearson’s product-moment correlations were conducted between the behavioral economic and craving variables in relation to drinks/week, percent heavy drinking days (%HDD), and AUD severity (Table 1). Significant associations were evident between AUD symptoms and intensity of demand, all indices of discounting, and craving, but no significant associations were evident with drinks/week or %HDD. Statistical trends ($p \leq .10$) were observed between drinks/week and overall discounting and large discounting. Drinks/week and %HDD were highly correlated with each other ($r = .82, p < .001$), but only drinks/week was significantly correlated with AUD severity (Drinks/Week $r = .27, p < .05$; %HDD $r = .07$). To illustrate these relationships, the mean levels of demand, discounting, and craving in the upper and lower quartiles of AUD severity are depicted in Figure 1.

To clarify the unique associations with AUD severity, hierarchical regressions included a covariate block of drinks/week and income. In these models, %HDD was not included because of its close correspondence with drinks/week ($r = .82$, Table 1) and nonsignificant association with AUD severity. Intensity of demand was determined to only marginally make an incremental contribution to predicted variance (covariate model $R^2 = .16, \Delta R^2 = .04, F[1, 57] = 2.82, p = .10$). In contrast, significant incremental contributions were evident for overall (covariate model $R^2 = .16, \Delta R^2 = .15, F[1, 56] = 11.76, p < .001$), large (covariate model $R^2 = .16, \Delta R^2 = .14, F[1, 56] = 10.95, p < .005$), medium (covariate model $R^2 = .16, \Delta R^2 = .13, F[1, 56] = 11.31, p < .001$), and small discounting (covariate model $R^2 = .16, \Delta R^2 = .08, F[1, 56] = 6.07, p < .05$). This was the case also for craving using the same covariate model (covariate model $R^2 = .16, \Delta R^2 = .26, F[1, 57] = 24.90, p < .001$). The regression coefficients for all variables in the combined models are provided in Table 2.

**Discussion**

This study sought to characterize individual differences in alcohol demand, delayed reward discounting, and craving in relation to alcohol consumption and AUD severity in a sample of heavy drinkers of whom a substantial proportion met criteria for an AUD. The results revealed a number of relationships that were consistent with our predictions, but others that were not. Significant associations were evident between intensity of demand, all indices of discounting, and craving for alcohol in relation to AUD severity. Among the various magnitudes of discounting of delayed rewards, the strongest relationships were evident at higher levels of reward magnitude, which appeared to be because of consistently greater devaluation of delayed rewards of small amounts of money (i.e., a magnitude effect). The relationships were specific to AUD severity as indicated by limited associations with the two quantitative measures of alcohol consumption and demonstrated incremental contributions to associated variance in the hierarchical analyses. For the same reason, although income was related to the behavioral economic variables, the observed associations were not attributable to variation in income. However, the contributions beyond the covariate model varied considerably, ranging from negligible (intensity of demand) to moderate (small magnitude discounting) to substantial (overall, large and medium magnitude discounting, craving). Specifically, beyond the covariate model of weekly alcohol use and income, the candidate variables accounted for an additional 4–26% of associated variance. These findings largely support the study’s broad hypothesis that these behavioral economic indices are significantly related to AUD severity. The study’s
second objective was to examine the interrelationships among the behavioral economic variables and craving based on theoretical accounts that emphasize craving as a power contributor to value decision-making (Laibson, 2001; Loewenstein, 1996). Among the individual variables associated with AUD severity (i.e., intensity, discounting, and craving), significant associations were also observed among the variables themselves. Although these findings are cross-sectional, the current study provides initial direct evidence that craving is meaningfully related to the behavioral economic constructs of demand and discounting.

The current study extends a behavioral economic approach to AUDs in number of ways. Consistent with previous studies of discounting and AUDs (Petry, 2001a) and other addictive disorders (Bickel & Marsch, 2001), delayed reward discounting was determined to be highly relevant to alcohol-related pathology. This is further evidence of a substantial decision making bias toward immediate rewards at the expense of future benefits that is theorized to underlie the loss of control (i.e., inability to adhere to commitments to limit drinking or abstain in the presence of the immediate opportunity to drink) that characterize alcohol abuse and dependence (Ainslie, 2001; Vuchinich & Heather, 2003). Moreover, there was evidence that craving for alcohol may play a role in this relationship and this study provides provisional support for behavioral economic accounts that incorporate and emphasize the role of craving. From this perspective, decision-making is persistently biased and compromised by cravings that lead the individual to overvalue immediate small rewards in spite of future negative consequences (Loewenstein, 1996). For example, an individual with alcohol dependence may report a strong desire to change their behavior and stop drinking in the absence of discriminative stimuli (e.g., people and situations) associated with alcohol use. However, following treatment, craving resulting from alcohol-related cues (e.g., Monti et al., 1987) or stress (e.g., Fox, Bergquist, Hong, & Sinha, 2007) putatively biases the individual toward immediate short-term rewards (i.e., alcohol), at the cost of their sobriety and its associated long-term benefits. Thus, the process is thought to be the basis for the preference reversal from abstinence to alcohol consumption commonly observed among individuals with AUDs in treatment. In this context, the current findings are consistent with previous studies that have found that drug withdrawal, which typically increases craving, also increases impulsive discounting (Field et al., 2006; Giordano et al., 2002).

Potentially important as these positive findings may be, it is also important to emphasize that the study revealed a number of negative findings that are worthy of discussion. Contrary to our predictions, other than intensity of demand, the other indices of demand were largely unrelated to alcohol use and AUD severity. This suggests that although alcohol consumption was generally price sensitive, its price sensitivity was largely unrelated to consumption patterns or problems with alcohol. These findings diverge from previous findings in a sample of college student drinkers (Murphy & MacKillop, 2006), where most indices of demand were associated with alcohol consumption and problems. However, in contrast to the current study, the previous study used a self-report measure of alcohol problems, not a diagnostic interview, and a larger sample of younger drinkers with highly variable patterns of alcohol use (Murphy & MacKillop, 2006). As such, it is both possible that the current findings are partially a function of power and restriction of range, or that demand is in fact less relevant to alcohol use and AUD severity among adults.

Another consideration is the nature of the task in the different samples. In purchase tasks, the costs of alcohol (price or response requirement) are fixed by the experimenter and the subject has a single modality of responses (level of consumption). As such, greater experimental control in this procedure is at the cost of some ecological validity. In the current study, the approach may have played a role in this study because, for heavy drinkers many of whom had alcohol use disorders, escalating costs may motivate an array of alternative behaviors, such as drinking at home rather than in bars, switching to cheaper brands of alcohol, or buying alcohol...
in bulk. It is important to keep in mind that alcohol-seeking is highly fungible in the natural environment and the current study did not address alternative behaviors. Thus, it would be premature to conclude that the facets of alcohol demand, other than intensity, are unrelated to alcohol use and AUDs on the basis of these findings alone. Given the relative dearth of studies in this area, fully addressing this question will depend on examining alcohol demand in additional samples and potentially concurrently assessing how increases in price actuate alternative behaviors. Of note, one consistent finding across studies that is surprising is that elasticity of demand is not related to alcohol use or alcohol-related problems. This may be because, as indicated in Figure 1, demand is fundamentally curvilinear, initially generally flat during a period of inelasticity, then sloping when demand is elastic, and flat again at its terminus. Thus, elasticity, as a linear summary statistic of the demand curve, may be less informative than the other indices that reflect distinct portions of the demand and expenditure curves.

More generally, these findings should also be interpreted in the context of the study’s strengths and weaknesses. Strengths include a sample that was well-characterized using validated measures in terms of alcohol use and AUD severity and the highly consistent findings within the study. Intensity of demand, discounting, and craving were significantly associated with AUD severity and each other, whereas the other indices of demand were highly correlated with one another, but not with intensity, discounting, and craving, with the exception of O\text{max}.

Highly similar relationship patterns among the indices of demand have also been evident in a number of previous studies (e.g., Jacobs & Bickel, 1999; Johnson & Bickel, 2006; Madden & Bickel, 1999; Murphy & MacKillop, 2006). However, an important limitation of the study was that the design was cross-sectional and thus the causal relationship among these variables cannot be unambiguously inferred from these data. It is plausible that these variables represent etiological factors contributing to the development an alcohol use disorder among heavy drinkers, but it is equally possible that the observed findings are consequences of the development of an alcohol use disorder or a combination of causal and consequential factors. Another consideration pertains to the assessment of the behavioral economic variables, which used hypothetical decision-making. Although previous studies have revealed close correspondence between choices for hypothetical and actual rewards (e.g., Lagorio & Madden, 2005; Madden et al., 2004), it is also possible that using actual rewards would have revealed different results. Finally, it should be noted that there was not complete correspondence between the timeframes for drinking behavior (90 days) and AUD symptoms (12 months), which may have affected the observed associations.

To conclude, the current study sought to extend previous work using behavioral economics to understand alcohol misuse by examining alcohol demand, delayed reward discounting, and alcohol craving in relation to AUDs. The predictions were largely supported, particularly underscoring the importance of delayed reward discounting in relation to AUDs and providing evidence that craving may also play an important role in behavioral economics models of addiction. Although a number of considerations apply, this study extends a behavioral economic approach to AUDs and indicates the importance of incorporating the role of craving into this approach. Future studies will be necessary to further clarify these relationships.
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Figure 1.
Mean alcohol demand, delayed reward discounting, and craving for alcohol for individuals in the upper and lower 25% of AUD severity. Panels A and B depict the demand and expenditure curves, plotted in conventional double logarithmic coordinates for proportionality and to accommodate large inter-price intervals. Panels C–F depict the estimated hyperbolic temporal discounting functions ($k$) for the average amount of the delayed reward over a 100 day period for items in each array of responses (C = Overall, D = Large, E = Medium, F = Small). Panel G depicts craving for alcohol as measured by the Penn Alcohol Craving Scale.
Table 1

Pearson product-moment correlations among facets of alcohol demand, delayed reward discounting (i.e., $k$) of monetary rewards (overall and at three magnitudes), craving, annual income, and alcohol-related variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Intensity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Elasticity</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. $O_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>0.76***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. $P_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.73***</td>
<td>0.72***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Breakpoint</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.89***</td>
<td>0.78***</td>
<td>0.82***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Overall $k$</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Large $k$</td>
<td>0.31*</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.88***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Medium $k$</td>
<td>0.44***</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.95***</td>
<td>0.84***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Small $k$</td>
<td>0.28*</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.89***</td>
<td>0.73***</td>
<td>0.87***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. PACS</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.23†</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>0.22†</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Income</td>
<td>-0.25*</td>
<td>0.30*</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.28*</td>
<td>0.32**</td>
<td>-0.35**</td>
<td>-0.39**</td>
<td>-0.36**</td>
<td>-0.32**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Drinks/Week</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.23†</td>
<td>0.22†</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. %HDD</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.82***</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. AUD Severity</td>
<td>0.30*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.51***</td>
<td>0.50***</td>
<td>0.50***</td>
<td>0.41***</td>
<td>0.58***</td>
<td>-0.33**</td>
<td>0.28*</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $O_{\text{max}}$ = maximum output (expenditure); $P_{\text{max}}$ = Price maximum; $k$ = temporal discounting function; PACS = Penn Alcohol Craving Scale; %HDD = Percent Heavy Drinking Days;

$\hat{p} p \leq 0.10$,  
* $p \leq 0.05$,  
** $p \leq 0.01$,  
*** $p \leq 0.001$.  
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Table 2
Hierarchical multiple regressions examining the associations between behavioral economic indices and craving in relation to alcohol use disorder symptoms. Unstandardized regression coefficients, standard errors, standardized regression coefficients, and coefficient statistical significance are presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>β</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensity of Demand</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinks/Week</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.21†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>−.57</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>−.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>.21†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discounting</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinks/Week</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>−.36</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>−.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall k</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>.42***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinks/Week</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>−.35</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>−.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large k</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>.41***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinks/Week</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>−.35</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>−.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium k</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>.41***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinks/Week</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>−.46</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>−.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small k</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>.31*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Craving</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinks/Week</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>−.55</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>−.24*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACS</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.52***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: k = temporal discounting function; PACS = Penn Alcohol Craving Scale;

† \( p \leq .10 \),
* \( p \leq .05 \),
** \( p \leq .01 \),
*** \( p \leq .001 \).